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ABSTRACT: The idea of making such kind of DMAIC method has taken from the increasing demand of the
industry economical and efficiency. In this method I tried to give increasing the production. It is a basic tool
for solving and widely used in lean manufacturing. The DMAIC is an improvement cycle and used to improve
optimizing and stabilizing business process designs. It is closed loop technology for continuous improvement
of manufacture unit. It is business improvement approach to find out and eliminates the problems and causes
of defects in manufacturing units. DMAIC is five step methodology define, measure, analyse, improve and
control. Now days DMAIC technique is widely used in industries to solve their problems in an effective
manner. It is defined as a set of statistical tool adopted with the quality management to construct a
framework for process improvement. The DMAIC study is also known as a system driven technique of
management that results study problem structure, generic problem solving tasks, diagnostics problem
solving, remedial problem solving etc.
There is a problem of rejection in the muffler plant due
I. INTRODUCTION
to that large number of lots are rejected. Poor quality of
the product causing highly dissatisfied internal
A muffler is a device that used for reducing the amount
customer productivity loss and it also interrupt the
of noise emitted by the exhaust of an internal
whole line process. Rejection rate for the month of
combustion engine. Mufflers are attached with in the
February was calculated from the monthly performance
exhaust system of most internal combustion engines,
data sheet and found nearly about 8.21% in the muffler
otherwise the muffler is not actually designed to serve
plant. In order to reduce the rejection rate, first identify
any primary exhaust function. Muffler is engineered as
the product and process parameters the affect the whole
an acoustics soundproofing device designed to reduce
process. With the help of Define, Measure, Analyze,
the loudness of the sound pressure created by the
Improve and control methodology the problem of
engine. A non – avoidable side effect of muffler use to
muffler rejection could be removed.
increase of back pressure that decrease engine
efficiency. This of the because of the reason that the
II. METHODOLOGY
engine exhaust must share the same complex exit
DMAIC is a formed and highly disciplined
pathway built inside the muffler as the sound pressure
methodology for reducing process variation to ensure
that the muffler is designed to mitigate. To reduce noise
customer satisfaction, cost reduction and profitability of
in the engine, muffler is assembled with the exhausted
the organization. States the fundamental plan behind the
manifold of the engine. Firstly the exhaust gases enter
six sigma philosophy is to monitor the process
in the muffler through the mouth then it goes to the
continuously and aims at elimination reduction of
catalytic converter after the filtration process. Catalytic
defects or failures from the manufacturing process.
converter convert harmful gases coming out from
States that defect can be defined as any deviation in the
exhaust into harmless gases and also reduces the noise
performance of the critical to quality (CTQ)
by reducing the velocity of the gases, then the gases
characteristics.
passes through the inner sub assembly which allows
sufficient amount of gases to get through tail plate.
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After collecting all the data find out the reason behind
the problem. The measure phase includes all the basics
behind the problem like how much rejection is in the
muffler plant and from where it is coming. Than draw
pareto chart which includes the total rejection of
muffler plant step by step. It should include all the
feasible factors that affect the whole line flow.
B. ANALYZE
In the last phase of collection the data found all the
problem of rejection from where it is coming that parts
are blanking body A, rolling, TIG welding, MIG
welding and shot blasting. Now analyse all the basics
root and causes of the problems by using two major
basic tool for collecting the results that are fish bone
diagram and the brainstorming technique. By using
these technique we will find the relevant causes of the
specified problem and give them particular reason from
where these are coming. Find the possible causes that
may be affecting the muffler. Use fishbone diagram foe
every separate problem part and find the basic root of
the problem than discuss the causes and effect of that
problem on the muffler. But the brainstorming should
be include all the possible causes. These two tools are
the most effective tools to find out the hidden basic
behind the problems.

In define phase illustrate the problem of the muffler
rejection in the muffler manufacturing plant. The case
study charter is a tool that include planning, initializing,
executing, controlling and surviving the study. Firstly
of all set the standard procedure for the work before
proceeding. We know that DMAIC technique provide a
systematics and structured five way steps problem
solving approach. In the define phase set the project
charter for each and every step than the goal and clearly
give the description of title of the problem for which we
will proceed. Than to explained the expected financial
benefit of the case study and the voice of the quality
control department and their requirement. The main
purpose of a case study charter is to find out or instigate
a six sigma project by defining its benefits and project
variable.

C. IMPROVE
In the fourth step of the improvement phase we have to
find out and the remedial action for the causes that we
have discussed earlier so again focusing on them we are
going to give the action plan for the specified problems.
On the bases of brainstorming the improvement must
investigate the necessary knowledge. Our focus should
be on better cheaper and faster growth.
D. CONTROL
After the removal of all the defects control phase shows
that there is an ultimate control over the rejection of
muffler. Data of rejection after implementation and the
consolidated in Table 1. The research work
concentrated on deploying DMAIC methodology with
quality tools to find out the root causes that eliminate
the defects. The improper parameter of TIG welding [118].

A. MEASURE
In the measure activity, it involve collection the data
and to find the rejection and plotting that in to pareto
chart.

Table 1.
Weeks
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
Total

TIG
welding
217
164
176
182
137
876

Blanking
Body A
97
83
77
89
66
412

Rolling
54
62
61
58
46
281

MIG
welding
60
63
55
38
44
260

Shot
blasting
14
9
11
11
9
54

Others
8
7
10
11
6
42
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III. CONCLUSION
MIG welding and rolling were successfully changed
that result improvement in the quality of weld. Result
showed that rejection rate was controlled from 8.21% to
4.81% and total saving in cost of rupees 940, 800/- of
rejected pieces has been achieved. The sigma level
increased from 2.89 to 3.16 and the process yield was
increased from 91.73% to 95.19%.
IV. RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
(i) The DMAIC approach may improve the existing
products or service to a level which they are capable of
but product or service overall performance may be
limited by design.
(ii) The result depends upon the proper product and
process input-output parameters.
(iii) Time frame is less “do you want it fast or do u
want it right?” for better result step by step process is
quite lengthy and take more time.
(iv) This cycle depend upon the man power for a single
person it is quite difficult and it will take long time.
V. FUTURE SCOPE
The study can be further extended to solve the problems
regarding any field. It gives you an effective path to
collect the information about the problem step. It is an
easy and simple method and being used in lot of firms
and industries to solve their live problems. It is widely
used in engineering and can be used in other fields like
marketing, waste management, finance, hospitals,
social, science and etc.
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